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I am honoured to be the twentieth Barton Pope lecturer. The series, maintained

with but one interruption sihce the inauguration in 1959, arises out 'of- an idea of a

distinguished and' pUblic spirited citizen, Sir Barton Pope. Sir Barton is, as all present will

know, a leading industrialist who has played- a major part in the expansion of secondary

industry in South Australia. What began as his backyard workshop has expanded into the

PeDe COffil?anies affording employment to 3,000 Australians; Sir Barton has beer: specially

prominent in the comIT!s~rcial and financial life of the community. He has been an active

m·ember of the SoutWrAustralian Chamber of. Manufactures for many years and was

President Jrom 1947 to 1949. In 1959 his services to 'industry and the community were

recognised by the ho~our of knighthood.

Al'art 'from m,any interests in good causes (not least .in the area of industrial

relations) Sir Barton p0l'e has shown a special attention to a good cause which,until

lately, has been something of a'Cinderella among topics of social concern. I refer·to the

subject of Mental Health. With Dr. Bill Dibden, Sir Barton Pope was a co-founder of the

South Australian Association for mental health. That Association took a leading part in

the establishment of the first Chair of Psychiatry in South Australia at the University of

Adela~de. Sir Barton 'su(?ports this lecture series. We are privileged to have this

distinguished Australian here tonight.

For some (?eople, a lecture in an old fashioned way of communicating social

concerns. The modern means of mass communication, particularly radio and television,,
put the public lecture at risk of irrelevance. Only the, intrepid and dedicated (and

frequently the already converted) willbrave the physical and intellectual·rigours that are
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necessary to endure the 'performance'. Unlike the broadcaster, the public lecturer cannot

conveniently and abrul?tly be switched off. Tedious passages cannot easily be escaped. But

there are consolations. First, there are no commercials at least no obvious ones. Plaudits

of individuals and institutions are }generally advanced sUbliminaly or put before the

audience in a tantalising but suitably modest way. I, for example, will have.a few nice

things to say about the Law Reform Commission. But you can ignore them if you choose.

The second consolation is more significant. Whereas the media today

(particularly of the electronic variety) impose upon people with an idea to put across the

rigour of doing so in as few seconds as possible, and preferably no more than 90, a public

lecture permits a more thoughtful exploration of a theme. And my first point is that the

Australian community urgently requires informed, public debate about very large issues

that .are posed for law, morality and medicine ~Y developments in medical science and

technology and by changes in .the relationship between the community .and its doctors.

Developments of modern medicine stretch the boundaries of the law and of

m~dical ethics. They also test our notions of morality. Test tUbe ferti1is~ion, the conduct

of clinical trials, genetic man~~mlation, the use of foetal material in treatmeryt of

patients, '.patenting medical techniques and biological developments, the problems of

artificial inseminati~,I;l/bY 'donor, sterilising, castration, human cloning, the use of

surrogate mothers and so on represent some only of the problems which lie before us, and

before our laws. But there are equal problems in the area of m~nt8J health: the grounds of

involuntary committal to a mental hospital, the procedures to ~efend an individual's right

to precious liberty against well-meaning but .excessive .medical discretion, the complete

decriminalisation of suicide and the fair treatment of the criminally insane are but some

of the subjects which have lately come under the lawyer's miscroscol?e.

In a recent case in th~ United States, a State Court asserted its right to

determine whether chemotherapy should be given to a~rest the spread of cancer in an

institutionalised patient who suffered gross intellectually handicaps) According to

medical testimony the treatment would have involved considerable suffering. and would at

best have prolonged the patient's life for approximately a year. The court refused to order

'the chemotherapy. But it upheld the contention that it was for the law ,and thecQurts, not

the hospital or docJors, ultimately to determine such a vital issue of life and death.

The decision was instantly assailed by the medical prof.ession. It was denounced

as encroaching unjustifiably on medical practice and requiring decision-making machinery
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which was 'both impractical and inhumane'.2 On the other hand, the legal profession

sprang to the defence of the decision. It was contended that the rule of law required

clear, specific and pUblic pre-existing rUles, openly applied and ultimately upheld and

scrutinised in the courts, not left to the unreviewable decL<;ion of particular medical

practitioners, however skilled or well-intentioned.3

Here is an illustration of a deep seated antagonism in the approaches taken by

two ancient professions: the, law and medicine. What the lawyers denounce as 'medical

paternalism!, the doctors assail as'legal imperialism': the entry of the law into matters

best left to the medical profession.

With a distinct air of 'n plague on both your houses' philosophers have now

entered the fray in this· United States debate. One of them has urged ·that neither the law

nor medicine have the complete anSwer to the problems which arise at the interface

between the two disciplines:

Whether crucial maral decisions are routinely made in closed medical

cqffirnittees or in open courtrooms, it is unlikely that the results will be

understandable much less acceptable, to the general l?ublic, which must live

with them. Concentrating such responsibility in the hands of one or other

professional group is not. likely toenourage a much needed responsible pUblic

consensus. Nor is it likely to aid in the development of ·the public's powers of

moral reasoning or its sensitivity to complex issues.4

I approach this lecture in the hope that my thoughts may contribute towards relevant and

certainly much needed responsible 'public consensus' on -some of the issues in mental

health law reform. Tha.t there is a need for public under.standing ,and debate about these

topics is beyond question. Neither the medical ·nor the legal profession have been

partiCUlarly adept in the past in-enlivening that debate. This lecture series is worthWhile,

if.it contributes, in however small a way, to public consideration of the sensitive questions

w.hich must be. resolved in fairly addressing the social consequences of mental ill health.

AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION

At this stage I sh~uld indicate the limited qualifications I h.ave to speak on this

topic. Although I am the Chairman of the Australian Law -Reform Commission an~

although there are undOUbtedly anxious debates .about law reform and mental health, the
<

Commission is limited to projects specifically given to it by the Federal

4ttorney-Gen~ral. No project has been assigned. on the subject of m.ental health law.

Under the Austra.lian constitutional arrangements, mental health law, 'outside the
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Territories, is overwhelmingly a· State matter. The Commonwealth certainly has social

security powers5 ~d one or two other concerns. By virtue of the external affairs

power, for example, it represents Australia internationally and there are relevant

international declarations cOllce'rning' the rights of the individual generally6 and the

fights of people with mental disabilities, in particular.? Next ~;ear, 1981, is the Year of

Disabled Persons. It is possible that the Commonwealth may take initIatives, inclUding

legal initiatives, to improve the position in Au.stralia of handicapped people, inclUding

those with intellectuB.1 ha'ndicaps. Australian law, as it concerns the intellectually

handicapped, is in need of urgent, modernising' reform treatment. 8 In the

Commonwealth's special area of constitutional responsibility, the AustraliM Capital

Territory, a Mental Health Ordinance is being developed. But this development has not

involved the Law Reform Commission. A revised copy of a discussion paper on the new

Mental Health Ordinance for the A.C.T. was issued in March 1976.9 The final form of

the Ordinance is still awaited. In the meantime the principal law governing mental health

in the A.C.T. remains the outmoded N.S.W. Lunacy Act of 1898, which was received into

the Territory when it was established in 1911. 10 Of course, the 1898 Statute was

repealed in New South ,Wales in 1958 and that State is now in the midst of a major review

of the 1958 Statute. It is to be hoped that the Commonwealth's initiative in the A.C.T.

will not simply adopt t~e reforms of the 50s when, in the 80s, a second wave of reform is

now spreading across t~e, country.

A number of reports of the Australian Law Reform Commission 'have referred

to the legal issues posed by mental ill-health. However, they have done so in passing only

al)d upon issues- peripheral to their principal concern. For example, in a major report on

the reform of the laws governing cr~rninal investigation by federal police, the Commission

identified the special problems faced in the procedures of criminal investigation by

partiCUlar groups in the commun~ty.ll Special pro,tective provisions were recommended

for suspects who were children, migrants not fluent in English and Aboriginals. The

Commission identified the special problems of the intellectUally handicap~ed. But i~

postponed consideration of the issue as requiring discrete attention in the future. In doing

so,' it referred to an anecdote in an importantess'ay on the legall"ights of the mentally

retarded12:

One lawyer questioned a girl for an hour and a half. She answered his questions

very well, slOWly and deliberately perhaps, but ·nonetheless she had listened to

the questions and had been responsive in her answers. He felt that he had ... a

complete pictu're of his client. Then th~ other lawyer (who had a retarded child)

•.. asked her three question~ (to look up her telephone number" count some

change and add 24 and 24). The girl was unable to cope at all with these

questions;
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The Commission concluded that a future exercise would be required if we were to deal

with the general problem of crime of the mentally disturbed or retarded. Similar

obs<=:rvations could be made in respect of the disabilities in the whole criminal justice

process of many persons suffering mental illness.

The Commission's report on Criminal Investigation was made on its .first

reference. Its latest report, Sentencing of Federal Offenders13, released pUblicly last

week, contains the first major review of federal punishment and- se~tencing ever

conducted in this country. The report refers to the need for close examination of the

provision of a custodial facility in the Capital Territory to house special groups of

prisoners, including those suffering from established mental illness. 14 In the Capital

Territory,' prisoners, whether mentally ill or not,. are transferred into New South Wales

institutions. So it is also, throughout the nation, in the case of offenders against

Commonwealth laws, wherever convicted. Federal prisoners are received into State

prisons. The Commission has foreshadowed that in its final report on Sentencing15 it

will be dealing with the provision of hospital and treatment ordel·s, including for cases of

mental illness. Such orders are available in some Australian State jurisdictions. They

permit a court, instead of imposing a normal custodial sentence, to order that an offender

receive specialise.d tre.atmeot in a hospital a.nd be subject to specified forms of

security.l6 The Austra~an Institute ,of Criminology has a current project specifically to

research the development of and safeguards in hospital orders of this kind.

In default of orthodox legal prOVisions -to make orders for hospital treatment,

jUdges in the Capital Territory .have lately turned to improvisatio.n; For example, Mr.

Justice McGregor has been persuaded to im(?ose a common law bond on a. convicted

prisoner with the condition that he will voluntarily enter a mental' hospital.l7 As th~re

is no mental hospital in the Capital Territory, the -result was an obligation to be

discharged in another jurisdiction.I8 The sentencing and ~unishment probl~ms of

mentally ill offenders will be addressed in a later Commission report.

In between these two re~orts: one dealing with problems at the beginning of the

criminal justice system and the other at· its end, the Com mission .has delivered

consultative papers on th.e subject of child welfare law reform. 19 In examining the

direction for the reform of child ·welfarelaws,attention has h~d to be paid to a conflict

of professional ideals, not at all dissimilar to that which the law and lawmakers face in

coping with the legal impiications of mental illness. ElseWhere, I have described child

welfare law reform as a study in incompatible goals. 20 Legal systems have dev~loped

two basically differing approaches to the problems of young people who come to notice by

reason of minor crimes. The choice between these two
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approaches, or, the discovery of some compromise between them, is a matter which has

been under consideration in various Australian inquIries on Cllild welfare law reform

incll.lding that conducted by the Law Reform Commission. The first -approach is what

might be termed the 'interventionist' or 'welfare' apl'foach. The minor crimes are viewed

as a symptom Of personal and social problems. Societyr~ res[>onse is then directed towards

meeting the childs needs. This. approach is, in part, a reflection of the 20th century's

assumption that the government on behalf of the whole people has a speci(ll welfare

responsibility for people obviously in need of hel!?, It is said that it is typical of lawyers to

deal with the superficial cr-iminality of particular acts, Whilst ignoring t~e underlying

causes for such criminality which will not go away simply by the imposition of a specific

criminal punishment.

The other approach is what may be ·called the 'due process of law' approach.

According to this view, society should concern itself and concern itself only with Clearly

identified, plainly harmful and unlawful conduct. Society's response should be directed

towards social control of the childls deeds rather than a bungling and usually incompetent

attempt by officials to solve the child's needs. It is said that the lchild saving' philosophy

of looking beyond the offence to the child's needs carries with it the danger of denying the

child the protection oJ. due process of law which the community would not think of

d~nying to an adult/""Critics of earlier juvenile procedures point out that, despite

benevolent motives, intervention by courts, welfare workers, social workers, psychiatrists

and others frequently resulted in coercive action and very substantial inteference with the

childrs total liberty for a relatively minor offence. The atteml?ts by strangers to solve

human, family and social problems which lead to juvenile crime have, so it is said; enjoyed

only limited success at a price of very considerable individual oppression.

This is not a theoretical debate. It is reflected. in the approaches taken to child

welfare laws in a number of countries ~ith a sOGiety similar to our. own. The

interventionist approach, for example, is reflected in the Scottish law. There, a ~earing'

takes the place of a formal criminal court proceeding. If a child pleads guilty he or she

does not have to go to court but comes before three laymen sitting in the 'hearing!. They

have more limited powers than a court. But they can order a period of supervision and

even that a child reside in an institution for Ii'time. rn these 'hearings.; What begins with an

inquiry into why a child took this or that article from a store frequently ends up in a

detailed investigtion of the child's social and moral c~duct. Complaints are made by

parents that the child uses lipstick, stays out late, sees boyfriends and so on. The hearings

become Something of an inquisition into the 'whole child'. Supporters say· that is what it
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ought to be. Oppon~ts suy that such a response to relatively unimportant conduct w~uld

be regarded as outrageous iothe case of adults and should not be tolerated in the case of

children.

In the United States, the 'due process' principle is strictly observed, chiefly for

constitutionul reasons. Dealing with a child on a criminal matter, it is required that the

child should be given every protection of the criminal law; The efforts to establish a

Children1s Court countenancing a relaxation of procedural safeguards, was declared

constitutionally unacceptable by the Supreme Court of the United States. 21

I cite this issue, which is currently before the Australian Law Reform

Commission, because of its obvious parallels in the law's response to mental illness. The

debate has now been sufficiently identified. At its extremes it is the debate between the

so-called paternalism of th~ '. healing and helping professions and the so-called 'legal

imperialism ' of the law, Which, conscious of the fallibility of 'experts l and the frequently

limited utility of their craft is always anxious, by the provision of due l?rocedures and

institutions, to safeguard individual freedom from unfair and unnecessary deprivation.

EXCESSIVE MEDICAL DISCRETION

Concern about the legal rights of those classified as mentally ill has greatly

advanced in recent years. Official reports in Britain22 and Austrnlia23 as well as a

wealth of medical and legal writing, have addressed particular issues. Wherens the typical

British solution to difficult problems is to send them to a committee, in the United States

courtrooms have been used to spell out the legal rights of the mentally il124. The very

concept of 1m ental illness' itself has ·been questioned and in some places vehemently

criticised.25

Australia's mental health laws 40 not specifically define what is meaI).t by

'mental illness'.26 This lack of precision, coupled with tl~e very great power of personal

oppression which may attend the di~nosis, is the source of the lawyer's concern. A

famous American judge, Mr. Justice Brand~is of the United States Supreme Court,

expressed the approach which has been typical of. the English common law in its dealings

with people having authority overindividualliberty27:

Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect liberty when the

. government!s purposes re beneficient. ~ •. The greatest dangers to lib.erty lurk in

insidious encroachment by men of zeal, wellmeaning but without. understanding.
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We are not dealing- here with trifling numbers of our fellow citizens. More than 60,000

people enter" Australian mental hospitals every year. Between 25 and 30% of this number

are committed as involuntary patients: What we are dealing with, then, is the personal

freedom and individual liberty of a'large and probably growing section of the community.

One can see the problem in better perspective if it is remembered that on average the

number confined in Australian prisons at any given time is in the order of 10,000

people. 28 Rightly, we devote a great deal of the law's attention to highly detailed

protective machinery, refined over many centuries, to ensilre that individuals arc not

unlawfully or needlessly committed to prisons. A major theme. of the Law Reform

Commission's report on Sentencing of Federal Offenders was precisely the need to find

new, effective alternatives to imprisonment so that relatively high Australian prison rates

can be brought down and the community spared the costly business of incnrcerating people

when other, no less effective l?unishments would suffice. 29

The suggestions for.,the greater deinstitutionalisation of criminal punishment

are not specially original. They have been made by many reports. They have be~n followed

by much legislation, inclUding in Australia. The same forces which lead us, in the area or

criminal punishment, closely to question the utility of institutional.confinement require

similar questions, to be asked in respect of' society's response to those diagnosed as

'mentally ill'. Not onty are institutions extremely expensive to the community which funds

them. They are frequently oppressive to the individual, destructive of self-reliance and

sometimes brutalising both to t~e institutionalised and those who guard them. In the

criminal justice area, it is recognised that some, inclUding some mentally ill persons

convicted of criminal offences, must be confined under close security. But the search is

now commenced to find, for many who do not require such oppressive treatment, controls

which will be less costly and which will help to instil greater self-control and appreciation

of the obligations that attend living in a modern interdependent community.

Just as the criminal justice system is now questioning the numbers it consigns

to custodial institutio~s, so, I believe, increasingly we will see the same question asked in

relation to the mentally ill. And when the question is asked in Australia, it appears that,

to date, comparatively little work has been done to study the utility, both for patient and

for society, of confinement in mental hospitals. A study by Dr. O.V. Briscoe in New.South

Wales analysed 1,000 consecutive admissions, to the Rozelle Admission Centre, Callan

Park Hospital, in Sydney. Dr. Briscoe found that ov~r one- half of those admitted were not

suffering from 'm ental illness' in any strict interpretation of the term. A.ccording to his

study, most of those persons were suffering personality disorders or dru.nkenness Or were

vagrants requiring social attention or '-individuals displaying symptoms of instabiUty in

public.30 Dr. Briscoe's conclusion:
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The impression given was really that almost anyone whose acute behaviour.

'could not be controlled within the accepted norms of society either at home or

in hospital might be admitted as 'mentally ~ll" particularly if there was known

to be some medical condition as well. '" The average stay was eight days.31

At a Melbourne seminar a number of medical officers claimed that people in urgent need

of medical attention through accident or serious illness were inappropriately certified and

that one in every five pati ents (some claimed one, in three) certified could .be sent home

immediately.32 A newspaper report attributed to the De!?uty Chairman of the Mental

Health Authority in Victoria agreement with this claim,33

In-what I have termed the 'first wave' of mental health law reform, important

steps were taken towards liberalisation of our mental health laws in Australia. These steps

were vital to-provide the ground for greater community understanding of th-e problems and

possibilities in the area of mental health. The most important innovation was, probably the

facilitating of volun.tary admissions to mental hospitalS. Such admissions now constitute

the 'overwhebning majority of admissions into mental hospitals in. Australia. Until this

reform, it had generally been felt incompatible with lunacy laws that a person could form

the sufficient intent t.9- -seek admission voluntarily. Such were the forbidding physical

conditions and surrounaings of the so-called 'lunatic asylums' that this view was perhaps

understandable. When the high walls which physically guarded the 'asylums' came down,

the community1s attitudes to mental health began to change. Let no-one doubt that these

we,re salutary, overdue, beneficial developments.

But at the same time as lunacy laws were repealed, their system of close legal

regUlation was, by and large, replaced by a. system of 'medical discretion. The ,chief

characteristic of the 189B Lunacy Act in New South Wales, for example, was that persons

were not involuntarily detained without a full -and. op'en inquiry by a judicial officer (8

magistrate) before their admission. This inquiry was held away from the hosliital itself.

The involuntary loss of liberty cou}d not occur without an appropriate judicial order) given

in orthodox legal proceedings. 34 After the first wave of reform, things changed. In the

N.S.W. Act in 1958 it became possible for a person to be taken to an admission centre on

the certificate of one doctor alone. A very limited magisterial hearing _would take place,

not in a place away from the hospital itself, but at the very hospital in which the person

was involuntarily detained. This remains the position in New South Wales today. And it is

not atypical. It was critic1sed in a report of the Mental Health Act- Review Com mittee

chaired by' Dr. G.A. Edwards.35 That committee, established in 1972, reported in 1976.
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The basic approach of the committee was to propose the significant reduction of some of

the powers and discretions of the medical profession in order to lay greater emphasis .upon

the. rights of the patient and the provision ot machinery protective of those rights. So far

as the control of psycho-surgery was concerned, the report of a Com mittee of Inquiry

chaired by Mr. M. L. Foster Q.C. recommended restrictions considerably more stringent

than tho'se proposed by Edwards. 36 Legislation in New South Wales following these two

reports and amending the 1958 Mental Health Act of that State is expected to b~

introduced shortly.

The change of approach signified by the 'second wave' ~s indicated in the

Edwards Committee repor~. It recognised that a person suffering from mental illness

(within the general sense of that term) might suffer harm other than physical harm. He

might suffer social harm in the nature ,of embarrassment or ridicule. He might suffer

harm in the nature of lost employment prospects or harm of a financial nature for himself

or his family. However, it was the view qf the committee that, whilst it would in some

cases be appropriate for attempts to be made to persuade such a person to accept

voluntary treatment, harm of a social, moral or financial nature should not justify

detention without consent. In other words the approach taken suggested a much stricter

requirement of 'harm' bE~fore a person should unwillingly lose his freedom. If I can say so, I

believe that in this tefard the Edwards Comm~ttee pointed those concerned with '!lental

health law reform in Australia in the .right direction.

In South Australia important reforms to mental health law commenced

operation in October 1979 when the Mental Health Act 1976-7 was proclaimed to come

int? effect.37 The Act provides a new code for the treatment and protection of. persons

who are m·entally -ill or handicapped. It expressly provides a list of objectives which the

Director of Mental Health Sef\o,:ices and the South Australian Health Commission should

'seek to attainT•38 The' first of these objectives is that p~tients should receive the best

possible treatment a~d care. 39 The second is relevant to my discussion. It is:

9(b) To minimise restrictions upon the liberty of patients, and interference with

their rights," dignity and self-respect, so (ar as is consistent with the proper

prote<;tiori and care of the patients themselves and with the protection of the

public.

Th~ Act introduc.es detailed machinery and procedures which are designed to achieve the

stated objects. I shall revert, t~ these shortly. In section 14 provision is made for

involuntary and immediate admission and. detention of a person in an approved hospital. It

is required tht the legally q~alified medical practitioner should be satisfied:
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(a) that the person is suffering from a mental illness that requires immediate

treatment;

(b) that such treatment can be obtained by admission to and detention in an

approved hospital; and

. (c) that that 'person should be admitted as a patient in an approved hospital in the

interests of his own health and safety or for the protection of other persons.

The ,definition in the new South Australian Act is qui.te close to tha~ proposed by the

Edwards Committee in New South Wales, although it is somewhat wider. It leaves

significant room 'for medical discretion in respect of what is in the 'interests of' the health

of the patient. It omits the Edwards requirement that the risk to 'safety' should be lthe
/

risk of serious bodily injury'. The reference to 'the protection of other persons' is not

defined. In the context, it may, as a matter of law, exclude mere affront to other persons

or upsetting suscel.'tible and 'orthodox 'people who become offended with behaviour that is

merely eccentric or unusual.

Again, I must explain the lawyer's reser~ations. They arise from the fact that

mental-illness is rarely defined, even in psychiatric' textbooks.40 The apparent faith in

psychiatry is not always borne out by the results of psychiatric treatment. Many

psychiatrists would surely agree with this. Within, psychiatry there -are differing and

sometimes-competing, conflicting schools of thought. Without specific criteria and a real

prospect of useful curative treatment, commitment to a hospital, in a partiCUlar case,

may be oppressive and even arbitrary. In the United States, Professor Kingsley Davis, as

long ago as 1938, warned- against the dangers of society's implicitly trusting the power of

a psychiatric cure, particularly for those who do not conform to orthodox and ethical

standards:

Mental hygiene can plunge into evaluation; into fields the social sciences would

not touch, because it possesses an implicit ethical system Which, since it is that

of our society, enables it to pass value ju~ments to get I?ublic support and to

enjoy an unalloyed optimism. Disguising its valuational system (by 'means of the

psycho-logistic position) as rational advice based on science, it can conveniently

praise and condemn under the aegis of the medico-authoritarian mantle.... The

legitimacy of imposing one's ethical standards on others is .a philosophical

question of the utmost importance. ~.. That commitment could only be justified,

if at all, in extraordinary and fare cases, is clear. I suspect that (J.S. Mill1

would have abhorred the commitment of a person who merely did .not match up

to societys e'thicalstandards of the day.41
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The lack of definition of 'mental illness', the extreme consequences that may

attend its diagnosis, and the growing enlightenment of the community about mental health

and tolerance of individual difference has led to efforts to spell out more clearly and in a

much more circumscribed way, the conditions under which diagnosed mental illness can

lead to involuntary confinement. ~erhaps the most celebrated recent attempt L'5 that by

the legislature and government of the Canadian Province of Ontario. Changes to the

Mental Health Act of Ontario were proclaimed to commence on 1 November 1978. They

followed a careful study and a tllOUghtful debate in the legislature. The principal aim was

to clarify the legal rules governing mental health care in the Province. The reforms were

introduced with a full realisation that Canadian statistics showed that a high proportion of

people would, at some point of their lives, require hospitalisation because of mental

disorder. 42

In- addition to citing the greater community understanding of mental illness

today, a govemment statement on the new Act pointed out that the past quarter century

had already seen changes in the delivery of mental health services. Reference was made

to:

Modern chemotherapy, including tranquilisers and antidepressant drugs

The philosophy of treatment in the commtmity, with hospitalisation as a last resort.

This has tended to reduce the numbers of patients in psychiatric institutions in

Ontario by two-thirds

Services were developed for voluntary treatment and outpatient care

New attention was given to rehabilitation services, day care) counselling services,

residential accommodation; approved homes) sheltered workshops and volunteer

programmes.

As in Australia, voluntary admissions to psychiatric. hospitals in Ontario numbered

75%.43 But the problem for the law was thEn stated bluntly:

While these changes in attitude and treatm ent methods were taking place over

the past decade, the surrounding legislation was standing still. There was also

confusion about some of the terms in the legislation.

Because of the uncertainty of the 'safety' concept and the different" approach taken to it

by different physicians44) the Ontario Act sought to b.e mOre specific.. This is how it

approaches the issue of when and why a physician may make -an application for psychiatric

assessment that requires that the person be taket:t into custody:

Where a physician examines a person and has reasonable cause to believe that

the person:
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assessment that requires that the person be take~ into custody: 

Where a physician examines a person and has reasonable cause to believe that 
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(a) has threatened or attempted or is threatening or attempting to cause

bodily harm to himself;

(b) has behaved or is behaving violently towards another person or has caused

or is causing another person to fear bodily harm from him; or

(c) has shown or is showing a lack or competence. to care. for himself

and if in addition the physician 'is of the opinion that the person is apparently

suffering from mental disorder of a nature or quality that is likely to result in

(d) serious bodily harm to the person;

(e) serious bodily harm to another person; or

(f) imminent and'seriou5 physical impairment of the person

the physician may make application in the prescribed form for a psychiatric

asseS:>ffi ent of the person.

The Ontario criteria are much narrower than those contained in the South Australian Act.

They are much narr.G~~r than those contained in any other' Australian statute. The

generality of the language of 'in the interests of his own health' or 'in the interests of his

safety' or 'for the protection of other persons' is abandoned for a much more rigorous and

specific list of criteria. These lay ~mphasis upon the reasonable conviction of two things.

-The first, as to past behaviour, lays emphasis upon bodily harm nnd incomQetence to Care

for himself. The second, Which is also required, is directed at future behaviour. It requires

an assessment of a serious physical or bodilyr-isk if nothing is done. It is a long way from

mere affront or harmless un-ortho.doxy.

An approach alternative to that adopted in the Ontario statute would be. to.

retain language of the generality of Australian Acts .and either to provide for ~ the

statutory exclusion of certain innocuous conduct or to supply machinery of extemal

scrutiny. of medical decisions which will give proper· weight to the value our society

traditionally puts upon libertydncluding the liberty of those alleged to be mentally ill.

PROVISION OF PROTECTIVE MACHINERY

It is in this last approach that the new South Australian legislation makes

impC!rtant advances. Everyone concerned with mental health law reform in Australia will

be stUdying the effectiveness of their operation.

i 
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The Mental Health Review Tribunal is established to consider whether a ~erson

should continue to be held involuntarily. It must cnrryout its re,:,iew within two months of

a p~rson~s being received into custody or detention and thereafter the circumstances of

the person must be reviewed at periodic intervals, at least every six months, so long as he

remains in involuntary custody.45 In addition to statutory revie'Y' provision is made for

appeal to the tribunal against detention or other orders of the new Guardianship Board.

Provision is also made for an appeal to the Supreme Court from any decision Or order of

the Tribunal. A relative of the patient is given legal standing to institute such an appeal.

Section 16 of the Act provides that patients and relatives are to be given a printed

statement setting out rights of appeal and rights to representation. These are very

important provisions for the lewIs rash assumption that everyone is intimately acquainted

with its every rule is especially unreliable in predicaments of this kind. The Law Reform

Commission, in the area of police interrogation, suggested a similar facility of written

notices.46 It also suggested the facility of translations, an idea happily picked up in this

Act.47

Perhaps the most innovative prOVISIon of the new South Australian Act is

section 39 which provides that in ·every application to the tribunal or S~rerile Court the

person in respect of wh/?m the appeal is brought shall be represented by counsel. Neither

the tribunal nor the ao~t may dispense with this requirement unless it is satisfied that

the person does not wish to be represented and that -the person 'has sufficient command of

his mental facilities to make a rational jUdgment in the matter'. Provision is mad~ for a

system of representation for those persons unable or unwilling to meet the costs of

engaging alawyer. I understand that in· practice the scheme is administe.red by the Legal

Services Commission. The Health Commission is topsy the costs.

So far as published material is concerned, the only report on t~e operation of

the new scheme records that to the end of February 1980 the Guardianship Board had

made over 150 orders but the Tribunal had heard only one appeal against detention and in

that case the patient was unrepresented. By 18 March 1980,.5 applications for

representation at appeals against detention had been 10dged.48 These figures, and later

information, m~y indic.ate a growing use of thene.w machinery· and the. effectiveness of

external legal review. It will be important to know whether the law!s machinery can act

quickly enough, sensitively enough and with an appropriate· mixture of trust in professional.. .
mediCal jUdgments, on the one hand, the scepticism abottt claims of psychiatric diagnosis

and_ treatment, on the other.
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the experience gathered on the o[)eration of other Australian Mental Health Acts. In New

South Wales, the Edwards Committee recommended that a pilot scheme be implemented

to investigate the desirability or otheryorise of providing a legal representation service for

all patients admitted ifwoluntarily to a mental hospital. The Legal Representation

Committee was established in May 1976, chaired by Dr. L. Young. Four guiding principles'

were accepted:

(0 That representation will be free of charge to the patient

(2) That the service would be independent of the hospital and the Health

Co'mmission'

(3) That all involuntary patients would be offered representation

(4) That the patient representatives would act on the instructions of the client

even though they may believe that these were not in his best interests.

In the course of the pilot pr.oject, various forms of representation were tried: a duty

solicitor scheme, a full-time legal officer scheme and a full-time non-legal representative

scheme. In July'1978 the committee presenteda report to the N.S.W. Minister for Health:

Statistical data collected by the committee at Rozelle Hospital indicated that

the discharge rate rose from 2% of cases to 8% when the representative service

was introduced, but that discharged' tended to occur only after the patient had

attended several hearings (i.e. had hadhis/her case deferred at least once). In

fact the number of initial hearings that resulted ina deferment rose from 8% to

21% with the introduction of patient representation j in spite of the fact that

such a course of action is not one of the optio"ns ex[?licitly stated as being

available to the magistrate in the current Mental Health Act. A further finding

was that with the introduction of ['atient representation, magistrates were

more likely than before to specify shorter committal periods. Committal orders

for the maximum period allowed (six months)'fell from 89% of cases to 50% and

orders for committal for shorter periods rose from 3% to 29%. Survey data

revealed that while some mediCal staff were critical of particular aspects of

the representation at Rozelle) the clear· majority belieyed that there should be

some form of patient representation at committal hearings.

The N.S. W. Committee recommended a policy of providing free representation, the

establishment of a service employing one lawyer, three non-lawyers ~ who would be

representatives and one administrative officer and that the scheme be implemented as a

pilot project for 12 months so that its effectiveness could be jUCged.
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Before the Young Report, the Edwards Committee had estimated that fewer

than one in ten persons appearing before a magistrate for involuntary committal were

legally represented. But the Young qommittee noted that; having monitored over 900

cases at admission centres other than Rozelle, it could be confidently stated thHt the

actual rate of representation was less than one in a hundred. Young also found that

committal for the maximum period allowable by law tended to be made routinely by some

magistrates. It cited Newcastle, Kenmore and Gladesville Hospitals as containing inmates

98% of whom were subject to six-month orders. Most cases had been dealt with on written

medical evidence only: making questioning or clarification of the medical assessment

difficult or inconvenient. The Young Report disclosed that medical staff attended only 3%

of inquiries at G1i!-desville, 5% at Rydalmere and 6% at North Ryde. Attendance of

relatives was 'also generally low. This was blamed, in part, upon the obscure nature of the

form of notice given.49

The provision of effective, questioning, critical and independent representation

of a person subject to committal to a mental hospital, a~ proposed by the Young

Committee and as provided for in the new South Australian legislation, represents a

distinct advance for liberty in our country. Although it is too soon to assess the operation

of. the South Australian scheme, the results a're likely.to be similar to those predicted by

the Young Committee in New South Wales.

Representation will rise from derisory to significant figures

Relatives will be encouraged to participate more closely in the com mittnl issue

There will be fewer app"lications for committal and fewer committals upon them

Committals will be for shorter periods

When the community is educated to get out of its mind stereotype pictures of people with

mental health problems, these developments will come to be seen as socially desirable. It

is vital that the system of involuntary admission should be recognised as second only to

the criminal justice system in the iinpact it can have on the civil rights of the individual

to liberty. Imagine what an outcry there would be if a person were sentenced to

imprisonment in Australia without a trial or for a generalised purpose su~h as :the

protection of others'. Nowadays, few are liable to imprisonment for a crime without

having had the benefit of legal representation.50 The ·needs of those subject to

involuntary admission to a_ mental hospital may even be" greater than those of criminal

suspects. Because of disability and medication, their capacity to present their own case

may be substantially- diminished. This is not a matter of forcing . lawyers and other

representatives on confused, disturbed or dangerous mental patients. It 'is a matter of
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providing checks against the needless loss of freedom by people whose conduct, though it

may be unusual, does not typically endanger themselves or society. The normal way the

English-speaki~gpeople have provided those checks is by an adversary process which puts

assertions and the claims of authority under attentive, vigorous questioning. It has been

said that the very existence of this scrutiny is the reason why oppression and the

interference of authority is rarer in our form of society than in most others.

With the passage and commencement of the new South Australian legislation,

the debate has moved on. No longer is it about whether a universally available

representation scheme should be created. The issue is now the form, qUality and

organisation of suer representation and the effectiveness of its labours. This is not

necessarily a plea for more work for lawyers. Indeed, I am sure that effective

representation in some cases could· be offered by 11 skilled laymen who had built up a

detailed knowledge' of procedures, relevant criteria and medical information, with which

to test applications for committal. But the saving grace. of the legal profession in the

history of our liberties has been its independence and its persistent, sometimes obdurate,

scrutiny of official acts. It is my hope that the legal profession of Australia will find

relevant task~ to rel?lace some of the functions performed' by it, which are now under

question. If I can say so, there is probably no function upon Which lawyers have more to

offer than re()resentatii~Of the individual when his freedom is at stake.

REFORM OF SUICIDE LAW

There are many topics of mental health and the law which have not been

mentioned in this lecture. The special new problems created by drugs of addiction51 ,

the discrete problems of the intellectually -handicapped52 , the special necessities of

persons found mentally ill or incompetent before or. at a criminal trial53 , how to

scrutinise and review persons held during the Governor-General's or Governor's l?leasure

and' the reform of the law relating to suicide. All of these, and many more, require

attention. May I say a few words only about the law of suicide?

In New South Wales and South Australia it is still a common law misdemeanour

to attempt to com mit suici"de. A survivor of a 'suicide pact' who kills the ·other party, is

guilty of· murder, for the common law regards such a person as having encouraged the

other to commit ,self murder. T.he Criminal Codes of Queensland, Tasmania and Western

Australia did not treat suicide as a form of murder. Specific crimes were· created or

aiding or instigating·the suicide of another or of attempting to commit s,uicide. The crime

of attempted suicide was repeated in Tasmania in 1957 and in Western Australia in 1972.

, , 
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In the United Kingdom, by virtue of the Suicide Act 1961, suicide has' ceased to

be a crime. The Act provided simply that:

The rule of law whereby it is a crime [or a person to commit suicide is hereby

abrogated.54

Section 2 of the same Act created n sgecific offence of aiding, abetting, counselling or

procuring a suicide or attempted suicide. Victoria has c.nected provis~ons 'similar to those

of the United Kingdom Act. Since the Crimes Act 1967 (Vic.), suicide and attempted

suicide have. ceased to be criminal acts. The survivor of a suicide pact (who apart from

the statute itself would be guilty of murder) is now liable to be charged only with

manslaughter.

The Canadian Criminal Code has no crime of attempting -to commit suicide. It

merely creates an offence of counselling, procuring, aiding or abetting a person to commit

suicide.55

The Criminal Law. and Penal Methods Reform Committee in South Australia,

chaired by" Justice ROrTla Mitchell, recommended that legislation should be introduced

similar to that of Vic.r:;ria'. It pointed. out that the prosecution of ·a person for attempted

suicide was llillikely to be a deterrent either to the persons themselves or to others with a

similar intention. Current practice is not to prosecute those who attempt 'suicide. The

Mitchell Committee's investigations ascertained that there had been no prosecution for

many years. The position is similar in New South. Wales.

On 30 November 1978 the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales agreed to

the following motion:

That this House ·is of the opinion that ·the offence of attempting to commit

suicide should be abolished provided that compassionate laws are immediately

enacted to provide assista.nce to .treatment of and support services for persons

who attempt to take their own lives and provided also· that the CUlpability for

assisting a suicide or suicide attempt is maintained.

The Mitchell COJ'flmittee (and the New South Wales Assembly) are surely right. No useful

purpose can be served by retaining the crime of attempting to commit suicide. What

utility does the maintenance of this crime serve, particularly when it is now well known

that the crime is not prosecuted? Some might say that if there were. a real risk of

prosecution the depression of the suicide would be intensified and an additional basis

provided for further and successful attempts. The road to reform here requires:
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bringing the law 'in the books' into line with the law ~n practic€j

abrogation of the law under which suicide or attempted suicide is a crime;

provision that the survivor of a suicide pact who kills the deceased party is guilty

not of murder but of manslaughter; and

provision for a sl?ecific offence of inciting, counselling, aiding or abetting the

suicide or attempted suicide of another.

The provision of proper support services and facilities and the amendment 01 the criminal

law -in this way would result in provisions much -more closeiy tuned to our society's current

compassionate attitude to this problem. We have come a long way since the suicide was

buried at the crossroads, far from. hallowed ground, and with a stake through his heart.

But whilst society moves on, the law marches with it lbut in the rear and limping a

little l
•56

CONCLUSIONS

1981 will be the International Year of Disabled Persons. The Commonwealth

and the States-are already preparing for a vigorous participation in this enterprise. In May

1980 an Advisory Council was- established in Adelaide. An Adelaide lawyer, Mr. Paul

Anderson, himself a quadraplegic, is its Chairman. The aim of the year is to promote

recognition of· the distinctions between impairment, which is a qUality of the individual;

disability, Which is a functional restriction due to that impairment; and handicap, which is

the social consequence of the disability.

It is my hope that, in the proper conCern about handicaps suffered by people

with physical disabilities, Australian society will not overlook the handicaps of those with

mental disabilities. Perhaps the International Year of Disabled Persons will be an

unriValled opportunity for public education. The motto of the Year should be 'Down With

Stereotypes! 1- The medical profession, the healing professions -generally and many others

in society. will contribute to ideas and activities during the International Year of Disabled

Persons. There is no doubt that the mentally ill and the intellectually handicapped suffer

additional disadvantages in the state of our law. It is my hope that lawyers, lawmakers

and law reformers will play their part to imp~ove this s.ituation. I hope I have said enough

to show that in the area of m ental health, there is pl~nty of room for law reform.
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additional disadvantages in the state of our law. It is my hope that lawyers, lawmakers 

and law reformers will play their part to imp~ove this s.ituation. I hope I have said enough 
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